Office applications such as OpenOffice and Microsoft Office are widely used to edit the majority of today's business documents: office documents. Usually, version control systems consider office documents as binary objects, thus severely hindering collaborative work. Since XML has become a de-facto standard for office applications, we focus on versioning office documents by structured XML version control approaches. This enables state-of-the-art version control for office documents.
INTRODUCTION
Office applications have become a major pillar of today's business; moreover, it is argued that they are key applications for the success of operating systems. A vast amount Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. of digital documents is edited using office applications; even large parts of software specifications are office documents [25] . Many of these documents are shared by a team of authors, which requires strong means of version control to support collaboration. Otherwise, teamwork is limited to sequential editing, or rigorous coordination efforts must be agreed on and manually maintained. Both is unacceptable for larger teams.
Version control is a major enabling factor for collaboration. Therefore, version control has been extensively studied and there are a number of reliable version control systems on the market, e.g., [5, 8, 22, 3] . Perhaps the most wellknown application of these systems is source code management; which is the reason why these systems are often called "source code management systems." In order to enable collaborative editing, a version control system must support fine-grained conflict detection and merge operations. Alas, up to now office documents are handled as binary documents. This severely hinders collaborative editing because for binary documents most version control features such as merging and conflict detection are limited to the document level.
Recently, XML has become a de-facto standard also for office documents. Thus naturally, we are tempted to treat office documents as XML documents, which enables the use of structured diff algorithms to detect changes between two document versions. This promises good conflict detection and merge support for versioning office documents. In addition, it supports change documentation, change querying [28] , and incremental document analysis [19, 24] .
A lot of research has been done on structural diff for XML documents, see e.g., [1, 6, 28, 7, 27, 17] . However, only a few of those algorithms were implemented. It appears that almost none has been tested on large XML documents, which are typical for office applications. 1 In addition, many features of state-of-the-art version control systems require special properties of the diff algorithms. Such features are for instance conflict detection, reverse delta application, application of a delta to another version or even another document.
In order to benefit from these version control features and to enable integration of office documents and non-office documents, our research targets at integrating a promising XML diff algorithm into an existing general-purpose version control system. Also, we want to identify directions for future research that promote state-of-the-art version control for office documents.
In this paper, we review state-of-the-art version control systems (Sect. 3). We identify general requirements for XML diff approaches (Sect. 4) and determine additional criteria based on the specific characteristics of the OpenOffice document format (Sect. 5). We present some XML diff algorithms in the light of our requirements (Sect. 6) and measure diff performance on real-world OpenOffice documents (Sect. 7). We shall see that performance depends on the properties of the OpenOffice XML format. Thus, we also analyze which features of XML diff algorithms are responsible for good diff performance on XML trees that share the characteristics of the OpenOffice XML format. We have implemented an XML versioning API that can be integrated into general version control systems (Sect. 8). In Sect. 9 we outline our future work. Related work is discussed in the following section, which further motivates our approach.
RELATED WORK
General-purpose version control systems attempt to handle any kind of document and thus make no assumptions about the underlying document format. Usually, those systems distinguish between binary documents and text documents. Appropriate diff algorithms are employed to detect changes between two versions of a document. Those diff algorithms are either line based (for text documents) or byte based (for binary documents). General-purpose version control systems provide good control for line-organized text documents such as source code or L A T E X documents. For XML documents, where the organization into lines can be neglected, 2 line-based version control is inappropriate. For binary documents, most version control features such as merging and conflict detection are limited to the document level.
Integrated environments like [12, 11] provide object-level version control for documents the format of which is known to the environment. They use the underlying structure of the managed documents and provide version control on the structure level. Version-savvy editors provide fine-grained change detection almost for free. For importing unsupported documents, these tools have to rely on diff algorithms, similar to general-purpose version control systems. We conjecture that the contributions of this paper are a good basis to offer such import capabilities for office documents as well. This enables premier support for sophisticated change management such as incremental link conformance analysis [15] or further semantic consistency checks [19, 23] .
Both Microsoft Office and OpenOffice have basic built-in support for version control. Different versions of a document can be stored and compared. Their differences are shown visually, merges can be performed interactively. Real collaboration support for office products (like branching, access control etc.) is provided by document management tools, e.g., CS-RCS (www.componentsoftware.com/csrcs/) and Meritage (www.serena.com/Products/professional/meritage/). There, version control for text documents is based on GNU RCS. Office documents are handled as binary files; their versions are stored completely. Change information is used only for 2 Except for CDATA elements.
showing differences to users and not for version control itself. In order to enable automatic collaboration support, fine-grained difference analysis must be integral part of version control.
Requirements engineering tools (like Rational Requisite Pro, Borland Caliber, or Telelogic Doors) foster integration of office documents into software development processes by importing such documents into their project databases. These tools offer the usual check-in check-out functionality known from general-purpose version control systems. Again, office documents are handled as binary files, which hinders collaboration and sophisticated version control. Clearly, a more fine-grained version control approach for office documents is needed here, too. Since we aim to integrate XML office version control into a general-purpose version control system, requirements engineering tools can directly benefit from our research by employing our API.
XML databases and XML warehouses [16, 29] focus on storing semistructured data efficiently. Also, techniques to store XML data in relational databases have been proposed [31] . Efficient versioning, version retrieval, and querying of changes are key components of such databases. In fact, some interesting XML diff approaches [7, 28] arise from XML warehouses. One might be tempted to version office documents in a (XML) database. This would, however, require appropriate handling of binary objects, such as pictures included in office documents. We prefer a general-purpose version control system, in order to integrate office documents with non-office data, such as source code, and to take advantage from versioning features such as branching.
In our work, we have concentrated on OpenOffice only. A closer examination of the Microsoft XML format was not possible because Microsoft hides details about its XML document format. In the past decade, Microsoft Office has changed its document format frequently. Also, the Microsoft XML format uses XML Schema. We are not aware of a Schema-aware XML diff implementation.
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OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) has developed a standard office document format, based on XML. This format will be used in the upcoming OpenOffice 2.0 release and the open source office application KOffice. Recently, the European Union announced to force an ISO standardization of the OASIS format, in order to define an officially standardized document format [20] . In addition to our analysis of the OpenOffice document format, we also evaluated the new OASIS document format. Tests with an OpenOffice 2.0 beta version have shown that the OASIS format is quite close to the current OpenOffice (1.x) format. Therefore, the results in this paper apply to future OpenOffice and KOffice applications, too (and probably to a range of further applications using the OASIS document format).
GENERAL VERSION CONTROL
In this section, we review features of general version control systems in order to identify requirements for XML version control. We have analyzed the following version control systems: cvs (www.cvshome.org), arch (www.gnuarch.org), subversion (subversion.tigris.org), bitkeeper (www.bitkeeper.com), darcs (www.abridgegame.org/darcs/), codeville (codeville.org), and monotone (www.venge.net/monotone/). All of these systems share the following properties (a detailed comparison can be found in [2] ):
• The basic objects for version control are files, as opposed to integrated editing environments like molhado [11] or MMiSS [12] .
• They target at general version control, regardless of file formats.
• They store differences between two versions of a file using deltas. Deltas for text files are computed by linebased diff algorithms (largely based on GNU diff [18] ), which consider a file as a sequence of lines and make no assumptions about its semantics. During delta computation the repository is locked. Therefore, the performance of the diff algorithm is of major importance, particularly for centralized repositories.
• Deltas are used to reconstruct file versions. Usually, deltas are invertible in order to speed up reconstruction. So-called complete deltas can be applied in forward and backward direction.
• They implement optimistic concurrency control, i.e., files are not locked on a checkout. This is different from some CSCW systems [4] , which implement pessimistic concurrency control.
• That is why, in certain situations it is necessary to merge changes made to the same file.
Propagation of changes is of major importance. In a centralized repository, changes are propagated between branches. In a decentralized repository, changes are propagated between multiple repositories. Therefore, a version control system should identify deltas and their contexts, and, most importantly, should be able to apply a delta to a file the delta was not computed from. Often, for line-based deltas a "fuzzy" patch approach is used: For each change within a delta the context is stored in addition to the change line. For example, GNU diff stores the three surrounding lines of a change by default. When patching a different file, the change location is restored using the change context and the line number of the change. Clearly, this kind of "fuzzy" patching can result in corruption if the change context is not unique within some area surrounding the change line number.
In contrast, some version control systems support historyaware merging. If changes for a file f1 should be propagated to a file f2 (in another branch or another repository), they determine the nearest common ancestor f of f1 and f2. 4 Then the delta sequence leading from f to f1 is merged with the delta sequence leading from f to f2. The resulting delta is applied to f . The version control system arch supports cherry-picking of changes to f1 that should be incorporated into f2.
Clearly, history-awareness enables better conflict detection, i.e., if different changes are made to the same location of a document. Some version control systems (e.g., arch) also support priorities in order to resolve conflicts automatically. Notice that the internal document structure as well 4 In extreme cases this may be the empty file.
as the document's semantics may be violated by a merge operation. Therefore, it is often necessary to review the merge result and correct it by hand. Clearly, this requires deep knowledge about the internal document structure, which can be expected from a programmer (but certainly not from an office user).
Merging benefits from small deltas. The desire for small mergable deltas is reflected by darcs' [22] "token replace patch," which replaces some token t by a token t ′ everywhere within a file. Clearly, such a delta is much better suitable for merging, even with a line-based delta that does not replace the token t by t ′′ different from t ′ .
XML DIFF REQUIREMENTS
Based on the discussion above, we postulate the following requirements for XML diff approaches (in descending priority). Requirements purely arise from the "version control side," whereas the requirements outlined in Sect. 5 are based on our focus to office documents. Also, we concentrate on requirements for deltas, leaving out other important issues, e.g., security, repository storage (database vs. file system), directory handling, and metadata handling.
• The approach must be correct: All differences must be found. A version must be restored completely. Since mostly, XML files are edited using application-specific tools, we only require equality w.r.t. the ordered tree model of XML.
• The approach must implement both a diff operation, which computes a delta, and patch operation, which applies a delta to a document. Unfortunately, some promising XML diff approaches lack patch support.
• Within a delta, the exact location of the change must be identified. This requires a node addressing scheme that can handle updated documents, which immediately excludes common methods like XPath or XQuery. Therefore, most XML diff algorithms use proprietary node addressing schemes based on persistent identifiers. Some XML diff implementations can convert their deltas to the XUpdate language [30] (which enables easy reuse of deltas by other tools). For performance reasons, however, XUpdate is not used as an internal addressing scheme.
• Delta computation time must scale to large document sizes and large amounts of change. Here, the tree structure of XML documents can be exploited to index subtrees. This technique computes a hash value for each subtree of an XML document. Assuming, that in a standard use case the user would apply most of his changes to the same region of a document, this prevents the diff algorithm from traversing the whole document.
• Deltas size should scale to large document sizes and large amounts of change. This enables feasible conflict detection and effective merge. We shall see that the tradeoff between fast delta computation and small deltas must be carefully balanced.
• Deltas should be invertible, in order to enable forward and backward reconstruction of a version. • One might argue whether an XML diff approach should use the DTD 5 of an XML document for diffing and patching. Arguing from the version control side, DTD independence permits to leave the DTD implicit and to handle DTD adaptations more easily. Of course, the DTD of XML office documents may change due to a migration to a new office version. The DTD should be used, however, for validating the result of a patch operation (which is particularly important for historyaware merging of deltas). In addition, using the DTD for diffing can result in a significant speedup. DTD validation should be integral part of the diff / patch algorithm, in order to validate XML documents incrementally and to react flexibly to structure violations. External validation usually decreases performance and has difficulties in feeding back the reasons for failure to the patch algorithm.
Version control imposes additional requirements, e.g., associating a delta to a document version, supporting inter-delta dependencies, or remembering the deltas applied to a document. We regard such features part of the version control system and not part of the actual diff / patch algorithms. Also, we regard it as the responsibility of the version control system to decide, whether a delta or the complete version should be stored (which may make sense to improve speed and to reduce space requirements) [29] . We do not require that a delta should be applicable to a document that it was not computed from. Instead, the version control system should employ the nearest-common-ancestor method for history-aware merging of deltas.
XML OFFICE DOCUMENTS
In this section, we determine major characteristics of the XML representation of OpenOffice documents. We shall see that the OpenOffice XML format severely impacts performance of XML diff implementations.
The native OpenOffice format is a binary file that contains a zip-compressed archive. This archive consists of several XML files representing the content and the markup of the OpenOffice document and of all objects included, e.g., graphics or formulas. The most important file content.xml contains the text (table, presentation) of the OpenOffice document. Included foreign objects (like jpg images etc.) are stored as additional binary files within the archive.
According to the nature of text documents and tables, the XML tree representing the content is wide, not deep. In OpenOffice, every paragraph, every cell is a node and is stored sequentially within the tree. The maximum depth of content.xml is limited to seven layers, the width of it is theoretically unlimited [10] .
In order to effectively apply XML version control to OpenOffice documents, we analyzed how a modification of an OpenOffice document in the GUI affects the document's XML tree. Surprisingly, small changes in the GUI may result in extensive changes to the XML tree. For example, consider the paragraph in Fig. 1a . The corresponding XML tree in content.xml is shown in Fig. 2 , where the text as such is represented by one element text:p. If we underline the word "World" the XML tree changes as follows (see Fig. 3 ):
The word "World" is wrapped by a new element text:span (formatted by the text style P1) within the original element text:p. Seen from the tree perspective, "World" has been moved one hierarchy level deeper. In addition, the new text style P1 is defined in the office:automatic-styles element. This happens because the underline style has not been used before.
Therefore, XML diff approaches should recognize moving a node to a different hierarchy level. Recognizing move operations is important for analyzing the semantics of a delta, e.g., for change documentation, change querying, or incremental document analysis. In this case, the DTD of the XML document can be used to restrict the search area for this node. The search area can be further limited by an abort criterion, in order to assure that the algorithm does not run "too long." This could be done by defining a neighborhood to a node t. If t has disappeared, only this neighborhood will be scanned for a possibly moved/updated t. This bases on the assumption that if a node has been moved (within an office document) it would have been moved close to its prior position. Layout changes are good examples for such small moves. As usual for high-level XML tools, OpenOffice expects valid XML files in the document archive. Both invalid and ill-formed XML documents cause OpenOffice to cancel the load process; wrong binary files are treated as being missing. Worse, OpenOffice does not return the position of an error. The user would be forced to use an external validator. One cannot expect from an average OpenOffice user to repair <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <!DOCTYPE office:document-content PUBLIC "-//OpenOffice.org//DTD OfficeDocument 1.0//EN" "office. <style:font-decl style:name="Lucidasans1" fo:font-family="Lucidasans"/> <style:font-decl style:name="Interface User" fo:font-family="&apos;Interface User&apos;"\ style:font-pitch="variable"/> <style:font-decl style:name="Lucidasans" fo:font-family="Lucidasans" style:font-pitch="variable"/> <style:font-decl style:name="Times New Roman" fo:font-family="&apos;Times New Roman&apos;"\ style:font-family-generic="roman" style:font-pitch="variable"/> </office:font-decls> <office:automatic-styles/> <office:body> <text:sequence-decls> <text:sequence-decl text:display-outline-level="0" text:name="Illustration"/> <text:sequence-decl text:display-outline-level="0" text:name=" Table" ill-formed or invalid XML documents, which requires deep knowledge about the OpenOffice XML format. Therefore, an XML diff algorithm must ensure well-formedness and validity of a patched XML file. According to this, an XML diff implementation needs the DTD to validate the result of a delta application, particularly for merged deltas.
In summary, we require the following properties of XML diff approaches for XML-based version control of OpenOffice documents:
• The diff approach must implement a patch operation that creates well-formed and valid XML documents only.
• The diff approach must cope with wide and flat trees.
• The diff approach should recognize move operations of nodes, also to deeper or upper hierarchy levels. Therefore, the diff algorithm should search for nodes that have disappeared, in order to determine whether they were deleted or moved. In conjunction with the requirement above this means that the diff approach should search for moved nodes within some "neighborhood" of the actual change. We shall see that the size of this neighborhood significantly impacts diff performance and delta size. Therefore, the neighborhood is a major parameter for the tradeoff between delta computation time and delta size.
• Since XML office documents are quite large, caching techniques and sophisticated node addressing schemes are necessary to improve performance of delta computation.
XML DIFF APPROACHES
We now analyze recent XML diff approaches w.r.t. our requirements from the preceding sections. The following restrictions also have affected our selection of the tested approaches:
• A working implementation has to be available under an open-source license. We need this to include the algorithm into our versioning API, which we present in Sect. 8.
• A further development of the approach should be possible. According to this, a detailed documentation of the implementation (not only the algorithm itself!) is needed. A possibility to contact the developer(s) is useful, too.
It turns out that only a few XML diff approaches fulfill our requirements. For [1, 28, 27] we could not obtain a suitable implementation. Therefore, our practical analysis concentrates on the following three implementations. Each implementation below fulfills most obligatory requirements from Sect. 4, i.e., it is correct, has a working (open-source) diff and patch implementation, and provides the exact location of a change. In addition, all implementations compute invertible deltas and can store deltas using XML.
• XyDiff (www-rocq.inria.fr/gemo/XyDiff) is a C++ implementation of [7] , which is maintained by INRIA Rocquencourt. XyDiff fosters version control in data warehouses and thus focuses on large amounts of data. In order to speed up delta computation, XyDiff parses an XML document twice: First, each node receives a unique persistent identifier (called XID) and is indexed by a hash value. Second, the delta is computed. Potentially moved nodes are searched within a limited neighborhood, which includes different hierarchy levels and also employs the underlying DTD of the XML document. In addition, the DTD is used for validating patched documents.
• Diffxml (diffxml.sourceforge.net) is a Java implementation of [17] , which is maintained by Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh. It focuses on generating minimal edit scripts, i.e., minimal deltas. Diffxml performs classical node-by-node comparison. Potentially moved nodes are searched on the same hierarchy level only, where the search environment includes the whole hierarchy level.
• Xmldiff (www.logilab.org/projects/xmldiff) is a Python implementation based on the longest common subsequence algorithm proposed in [6] . For parsing XML documents the PyXML library is employed. Apparently, no abort criterion for detecting moved nodes is implemented in the diff algorithm. Xmldiff can export deltas to the XUpdate language.
In the following section, we evaluate these implementations w.r.t. the time needed for delta computation and the size of deltas. In particular, we focus on how the tradeoff between fast delta computation and small deltas should be balanced.
XML DIFF PERFORMANCE
We are certain that no theoretical approach regarding the speed of XML diff computation is able to redundantize a practical test. We tested all XML diff implementations from the preceding section against typical OpenOffice documents of the OpenOffice modules writer (word processing) and calc (spreadsheet), which tend to produce large content.xml files.
6 Next, we describe our experiments for text documents, created by OpenOffice writer: 7 We examined the performance of XML diff approaches w.r.t. typical text documents:
• a short note consisting of some lines only, which results in a 3 KB content.xml;
• a bibliography consisting of 14 pages volume (45 KB content.xml);
• and a full diploma thesis consisting of 76 pages volume including 13 embedded tables and two binary images (436 KB content.xml).
To each of these documents we applied three typical kinds of change:
• few changes: minor corrections to the text, all within a few paragraphs in the same area. • medium changes: text corrections, formatting changes in different paragraphs of the document.
• many changes: complete change of the document structure, moves of large parts to other areas, insertions and deletions of many paragraphs.
Of course, "many changes" happen quite rarely in a versioncontrolled document. This is, however, a realistic worstcase scenario that diff implementations ought to handle adequately. The durations of delta computation are shown in Fig. 4 ; the delta sizes and the number of edit operations within deltas can be found in Fig. 5 . During our performance measurements we focused on how the approaches scale w.r.t. different document sizes and different amounts of change. Therefore, the different programming languages used for implementation (C++, Java, Python) have a minor impact only.
The test results are astonishing. Even with the medium sized document, Xmldiff needed almost six minutes to compute the delta to the version with many changes (a factor of 1400 compared to the small document). The test results for the large document were even worse (more than 45 minutes in the worst case, which is equivalent to a factor of 8 compared to the medium sized document!). The performance of Diffxml scales better; it was, however, unable to run in an adequate time with the large document, too (more than four minutes). The only implementation that scales well to large document sizes and large amounts of change is XyDiff. 8 Tested on an AthlonXP 2500+ PC, 512MB RAM.
It seems to run independently from the grade of change to the document and has an almost linear ratio of document size to run time.
Our tests with spreadsheets created by OpenOffice calc confirmed the test results above. Worse, Diffxml and Xmldiff could not handle XML files of 1.9 MB size, which resulted from large spreadsheets.
The good performance of XyDiff may base upon its philosophy to identify each XML node by a unique ID (called XID) and to operate on XIDs only [7] . We interpret the bad performance of the other implementations in the way that they do not expect an XML tree to be as wide as OpenOffice XML trees are. As a result, they check the whole tree structure for potentially moved nodes instead of "guessing" that the node has been deleted. We base our assumption on the fact that the deltas computed by Xmldiff are smaller than the deltas computed by Diffxml and XyDiff, respectively. Notice that although Diffxml aims to produce small deltas, it computed the largest deltas, both in terms of delta size and the number of operations. That is because Diffxml treated an insertion (or deletion) of a whole subtree not as a single operation, but as multiple operations on the individual tree nodes. We found out, however, that XyDiff treated a move operation as delete followed by an insert more often than the other algorithms. That, in fact, increases the delta size. On the contrary, it saves much time not searching the whole tree for a possibly moved node. The deltas computed by XyDiff are at most twice as large as the deltas computed by Xmldiff; XyDiff needed, however, only a fraction of the time Xmldiff needed. In summary, we conjecture that indexing of subtrees and limiting the search space for moved nodes by using the DTD and an additional abort criterion are key features for XML diff algorithms that should cope with large and wide XML trees. Implementing the abort criterion requires a tradeoff between delta size and delta computation time. Our measurements indicate that for office documents, at least, the tradeoff should be biased towards the delta computation time. It would be interesting to see how varying the abort criterion influences performance.
AN XML VERSIONING API
Due to the clear test results we decided to base our further work on XyDiff. Our goal was to develop an API that provides a simple interface for diffing and patching OpenOffice documents. Our intention is to integrate an OpenOffice versioning interface into an existing general-purpose version control system. Our API is written in C++ (same as XyDiff) and provides the following features:
• It versions all XML files within an OpenOffice document via XyDiff.
• It stores the changed versions of binary files within an OpenOffice document.
Thus deltas are fully invertible. We do not use a binary diff approach because OpenOffice assigns a new file name to a changed binary file. Nevertheless, our API can handle changed binary files. Equality of binary files is checked by the MD5 algorithm. We have tested our API on Linux systems. It works with OpenOffice (1.x) as well as with OASIS (OpenOffice 2.0) documents. Our API only can apply a delta to the document used for the delta computation. We do not support "fuzzy" patching because this makes no sense for XML documents. Instead, the nearest-common-ancestor method should be used to enable history-aware merging, see e.g., [14] . Of course, our API could be extended using a new diff algorithm instead of XyDiff.
Internally, our API performs the following procedure for diffing two versions of an OpenOffice document:
1. Create three temporal sandbox directories; two for the versions of the document and one for the resulting deltas.
2. Unzip the OpenOffice document versions into their sandboxes.
3. Create a symbolic link to the actual OpenOffice DTD. 4. Apply XyDiff to all XML files that are part of both versions of the document and store the deltas in the delta sandbox.
5. Compare all binary files using their MD5 hash value. If one file has changed, store both versions in the delta sandbox.
6. Copy all files that are only available in one version of the document to the delta sandbox.
7. Zip the delta sandbox.
8. Clean up and delete the temporal directories.
In addition, the API provides a patch and an invertDelta procedure; for brevity, we omit detailed descriptions of these straightforward operations.
The main goal of the API is to provide an independent interface to a version control system for versioning OpenOffice documents, such that the version control system does not have to be adapted for different file formats. Our API abstracts from further development on XML diff and patch implementations. Thus, it fosters extensions to general version control systems that enable an XML versioning capability.
Currently, we are integrating our API into the version control system darcs [22] . The reason for using darcs is its abstract data type for deltas, which reduces implementation efforts. We needed to change less than 100 lines of code within 10 darcs Haskell modules 10 in order to support native XML diff including automatic recognition of XML files based on their file name. Next, we will concentrate on enabling OpenOffice version control in darcs.
TOWARDS XML OFFICE VERSION CONTROL
This paper aims to lay the grounds for sophisticated version control of office documents. Our main idea is to employ XML version control because XML has become the defacto standard format for office applications. Based on the features of several general-purpose version control systems, which are mainly used for source code maintenance, we identify requirements for office version control. Also, we analyze the characteristics of the OpenOffice XML document format and the new OASIS office document standard, in order to find an XML diff implementation that performs well and meets the version control requirements. The performance of XML diff and patch implementations turns out to be a key feature for version control. We implement an XML versioning API for OpenOffice documents and integrate it into darcs [22] .
So far, we have established requirements for XML-based office version control and have identified promising features and approaches for XML diffing and patching: indexing of subtrees, and limiting the search space for moved nodes by using the DTD and an additional abort criterion. Clearly, this is only the first step towards office version control.
In order to really enable state-of-the-art version control, fine-grained conflict detection and semi-automatic merging of office documents must be addressed. In particular, it is important to detect whether two deltas commute, i.e., whether their order does not matter and how the deltas need to be adapted. Then merging of deltas should come almost for free. Unfortunately, XML delta commutation is not trivial, in particular if deltas are based on XIDs only. We find promising merge approaches in [13, 14, 9] , which seem to integrate well with work-cycles found in version control systems. Mostly, however, XML merging relies on XPath-like addressing schemes in order to detect conflicts. Therefore, we aim to combine XyDiff and a merge approach, in order to provide history-aware semi-automatic merge for office documents. Due to the modular architecture of our host version control system darcs, XML delta commutation can be added step by step.
In addition, we target at further tool integration. In particular, we the gap between the high-level OpenOffice view and the low-level (possibly erroneous) deltas must be closed. A (graphical) tool built into OpenOffice to show and resolve merge errors would help. Up to now, OpenOffice provides rudimental version control, which is able to compare two versions of the same document and to show insertions and deletions; move operations are not supported. Although this tool is very simple, it could probably be used as a starting point for a further conflict resolution system linked to an external version control system. Alternatively, we could employ state-of-the-art XML editors that provide different views on XML documents [21] . Then conflict resolution could be done on different levels depending on the experience of the user.
We conjecture that office applications, as well as tools for requirements engineering, trace analysis, or consistency checking can benefit from the deltas computed by XyDiff. Currently, such tools have to analyze two versions of an office document completely, in order to detect the differences by themselves. This is superfluous once the version control system offers such change information for free. Therefore, we aim to enable these tools to read deltas from the version control system, which should increase performance dramatically.
The urgent need for fine-grained version control of office documents is obvious. We conjecture that the contributions of this paper provide a good basis for XML version control of office documents.
